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Deep Learning is revolutionising science



Deep Learning is also entering social science 

Topic today



Generative Adversarial Networks



➔ Discriminator: Train a 
classifier to distinguish 
between the two 
distributions using 
samples

➔ Generator: Train to 
generate samples that 
fool the discriminator

➔ Minimax game alternates 
between training 
discriminator and 
generator

Generative Adversarial Networks - What are they?



● Comparison (Discriminator)

○ Use a hypothesis test or 
comparison to build an 
auxiliary model to indicated 
how data synthetically 
generated differs from the 
observed one.

● Learning (Generator)

○ Adjust model parameters to 
better match the data 
distribution using the 
comparison.

Generative Adversarial Networks - How to train them?



➔ Learn a generative model

➔ Goal
◆ Given samples                    

from the distribution         , 
find 

➔ How: define a joint loss 
function  and alternate 
between training D and G

Generative Adversarial Networks - How to train them?



Generative Adversarial Networks - Hype or Hope?



Pseudo-code - GAN - Goodfellow et al., 2014 



Conditional GANs



➔ Conditional GANs (cGANs) 
are an extension of a 
traditional GAN, when 
both and decision is 
based not only in noise or 
generated inputs, but 
include an additional 
context set :
◆ a class label
◆ historical data
◆ additional features
◆ neighbourhood structure

Conditional GANs - What are they?



➔ We inherit all the advantages of GANs
 Data anonymization
 Novelty detection
 Knowledge discovery

➔ With additional bonuses of conditioning information
 Conditional Inference: v can represent a current/expected market condition; such 

application is more appropriate in cases where the data follows a sequence (time series, 
text, etc.) or when the user wants to build "what-if" scenarios

 Data augmentation: imbalanced classification, in particular to fraud detection; they are 
able to show that cGANs compare favourably to other traditional techniques for 
oversampling

Conditional GANs - Why we need them?



SpaceGAN



SpaceGAN - Merging ML and GIS

TL;DR:

➔ We develop a novel conditional GAN that is able to augment 
spatial patterns in the input and can produce high-fidelity data 
samples with realistic representations of the underlying spatial 
correlation structure.



Machine Learning with Geospatial Data

Why is it important?

➔ Many prime ML applications are inherently spatial in nature (e.g. 
autonomous cars and fleets, crop yield prediction from satellite images, 
hurricane trajectory forecasting,...)

➔ There is not so much interdisciplinary work going on yet (pointed out at 
the NeurIPS’18 workshop on spatio-temporal modeling)



Machine Learning with Geospatial Data

Why is it difficult?

➔ Data is inherently non-iid
➔ Many assumptions (e.g. Euclidean 

distances) are too simplistic
➔ Current methods often struggle 

with modeling spatial complexities 
(e.g. the interplay of short- versus 
long-distance dependencies)

This is a great read on the topic!



SpaceGAN - Merging ML and GIS

What can deep learning models learn from geographic information 
science?

➔ How to include and learn from (spatial) neighbourhood information.
(1) We propose a novel neighbourhood conditioning technique for 
GANs.

➔ How to measure the models ability to capture spatial structures.
(2) We evaluate and select the generator based on its ability to 
reproduce the observed spatial patterns.



(1) Neighbourhood conditioning

We use the local neighbourhood of each 
datapoint as context vector to condition 
our GAN:

➔ Works for discrete and continuous 
spatial data

➔ Allows flexible neighbourhood 
definition / optimization (kNN, 
queen,...)

➔ Flexible weight choice (discrete, 
distance-based,...)



(2) Optimal representation of spatial structures

We measure the models ability to replicate 
observed spatial patterns throughout training 
and select the best one:

➔ GIS offer’s a great tool to measure spatial 
autocorrelation: Moran’s I

➔ We propose a new metric that measures 
the difference in observed versus 
augmented local spatial autocorrelation

➔ cGAN optimization objective remains 
unchanged!

Compute local Moran’s I

Compute Moran’s I Error (MIE)



Pseudo-code - SpaceGAN

Training

Selection



Does it work? Two experiments

1. How does SpaceGAN learn spatial processes? How good is the out-of-
sample extrapolation / interpolation?

2. Can SpaceGAN samples be used to train better predictive models?



Experiment 1



Experiment 1



Experiment 1

● SpaceGAN outperforms competitors (GP, 
Coordinate GAN) at extrapolation / 
interpolation tasks

● The MIE works! It corresponds well to the 
generator loss; autocorrelation structures are 
captured well.

● Even more complex patterns are captured (at 
least partially).



Experiment 2

We use SpaceGAN-generated 
samples in an ensemble learning 
framework to generate training 
data!

We compare this to other methods 
of spatial data augmentation 
(spatial bootstrap, GP sampling, 
coordinate GAN augmentation)



Experiment 2

SpaceGAN (with MIE selection) 
outperforms competitors on almost 
all tasks!

The exact neighbourhood definition 
(size of the neighbourhood) seems 
to be important!



Currently ongoing & future research

● Use MIE for actual optimization (i.e. tweak the cGAN loss functions)
● Explore the importance of the neighbourhood definition and weights 

further
● Use SpaceGAN in more geospatial ML applications to confirm its usability
● Explore usability of the method for n-dimensional autocorrelation (e.g. 

spatiotemporal)
● ...and many more (we have 100000000 ideas)


